Inspection
Making the invisible visible

What is inspection?
Inspection includes all kinds of examination, measurement, gauging, and comparison. We inspect practically everything, from small measuring devices to powerful pressure vessels, and from design review to maintenance plan. Thus, we determine the condition of a certain material or item, a process or a situation, and whether or not it conforms to requirements, regulations and standards.

Advantages

- Inspection improves efficiency
- Inspection prevents disputes
- Inspection improves reliability and safety
- Inspection improves customer satisfaction
- Inspection reduces risk
- Inspection safeguards your reputation
- Inspection brings confidence

Inspection improves reliability and safety
Inspection improves efficiency

Some examples of what we inspect
- Tanks and pressure equipment
- Factories
- Surfaces and infrastructure
- Lifting devices
- Real estate
- Fuel stations
- (Fire) safety and security
- Substances and (raw) materials
- (Underground) lines, pipes and cables

You make sure your product, project or process is ready for inspection
We inspect, on-site or remotely
We provide an inspection report
You use our findings as input for improvement
If desired or obliged, we return regularly to re-inspect

The process

Independence
We act as a strictly independent third party when we inspect your products, (raw) materials, installations or anything else. We are also being ‘inspected’ ourselves by national and European accreditation institutions on a regular basis. Kiwa is a Notified Body (NoBo) for many European directives: we are authorized by a national accreditation body to perform inspections in compliance with international standards.

See all our Testing, Inspection and Certification services on www.kiwa.com